
About the project 

Teaching English via reading books and stories is the best of practising target language.So the idea of this 

project is to read the book named ‘The Cat in the Hat’ by Dr. Seuss. The Cat in the Hat will meet with our 

students and entertain them while reading. He also aims to make our students love reading. The project will 

be a collaborative one in which all the partners will work as a team with their students. The project will both 

include handcraft activities and the ones prepared via web2 tools. The students will gain the habit of reading 

and the skill of using technology with the help of The Cat in the Hat. 

AIMS 

-To improve students’ reading and writing skills 

-To develop students’ ICT skills 

-To help students get to know different cultures 

-To improve students’ communication and presentation skills 

-To contribute students to develop their creativity 

- To teach target language by reading 

-To improve students’ creativity and problem-solving skills 

-To reveal self-confidence, responsibility and group awareness specilities 

-To develop our students’ cognition, discussion and critical thinking skills 

 

WORK PROCESS  

The project will start in March and end in April 

 

Activity Plan 

 

March 

Organizing the project plan together via Google Doc 

The intro for project and creating project map 

Introductions of schools and students 

Logo/poster designs and choosing the project logo 

Discussing about the subject of the book among students before reading 

Reading the story 

Creating word clouds rhyming words in the book 

Creating/Drawing a model / toy version of the cat. 

April 

Designing a hat for our cat 

Students’ ideas about what is in the red box on Answergarden 

sharing ideas about what you’ll do at the end of the story if you were the kids 

Playing some games prepared on different web2 tools (Wordwall,Cram etc.) 

Designing a book cover as mixed school teams 

Creating a calendar 

Creating a common ebook (We’ll retell the story from the fish’s point of view or what does The Cat in the Hat 

do next?) 

 

EXPECTED RESULTS  



We plan two common works and collaborative works as mixed school teams. Our students are expected to 

gain the habit of reading and develop their language and technology skills. They will meet and learn about 

the students in different cities, schools and countries. They’re expected to be creative and innovative in the 

end. 

 


